
Kairos and Xamelo  
Kairos is an advanced platform for managing security systems in networks of buildings. The system’s 
principal task is to receive, analyse, archive and display events sent from devices produced by a 
range of manufacturers. The programme integrates devices used for intrusion detection and panic 
calls, access control, CCTV, fire prevention, telemetrics (environmental monitoring and meter 
reading), GPS (vehicles and persons), medical monitoring, key depositories, intercoms, monitoring of 
guards and field personnel, and multisafes. The solution is focused on automation and support for 
users in the completion of repetitive tasks, thereby eliminating potential errors and reducing 
vulnerability in terms of security. 

The system has a wide range of functionality for the visualisation and distribution of data collected. 
Users can access these features on end devices using computer apps, dynamic websites and 
smartphone modules. 

In addition to a range of features connected to monitoring, the application also offers support for 
other processes related to security. These include access pass management, guest registration, a 
central repository of documents and procedures related to protection, device inventory and 
preparation of access cards. 

The system uses Kairos software and optional Xamelo drivers for transmission of data and control of 
devices located in buildings.  Xamelo is a specialist embedded PC designed for the security market 
which can be used in dispersed installations covering large geographical areas. 

The platform is adapted to the requirements of each individual client and can be developed 
according to clients’ needs. 

I. Monitoring.  

One environment and one intuitive ergonomic interface for all security systems. The platform 
receives, analyses, archives and visualises data from over 150 drivers for various types of device 
using the most popular communication protocols. The system also provides unified event handling 
processes while ensuring full control over individual elements. There are also advanced procedures 
for operators linked to each type of alarm with emphasis placed on automation and relieving users 
of unnecessary workload. The system also calculates operator working hours and has extensive 
reporting features. Event escalation is done by telephone (SIP/TAPI), e-mail and SMS/MMS 
messaging. Information is made available via websites and on client computer and smartphone 
applications. Remote and automated control of protected account devices is also possible. 

These and other features not mentioned above guarantee that Kairos provides a comprehensive 
solution to all needs related to account protection and monitoring. 

Intrusion and panic signals  

• multiple communication channels (PSTN, radio, GSM, LAN/WAN) in all popular protocols (Ademco 
4/2, SIA, ContactID)  
• receiving of test, information and alarm signals  
• two-way communication ensuring event handling, exit control and device status (armed/disarmed) 
• opening and closing control linked to flexible calendars  
• visualisation of intrusions on active floorplans 

CCTV  



• two independent modules for video verification (video image as an addition to other event 
sources) and video monitoring (continuous image monitoring) 
• direct control of IP cameras, as well as DVRs and NVRs 
• full integration using dedicated libraries supplied by CCTV device manufacturers or via ONViF and 
RTSP  
• dispersed image processing based on operator end devices without participation of the central 
server  
• view current image, as well as historical images from a selected time period  
• option for manual or automated image registration on operator workstations 
• option to download recordings with a delay at a defined time  
• video patrol and video comparison forced by the system at defined times 
• control of PTZ with zoom and focus using a mouse or special joystick 
• two-way voice communication 
• preparing of video reports with selected frames for end recipient 

CCTV analytics  

• receiving signals from video analytics installed in cameras or DVRs 
• option to integrate external analytics systems 
• reading and registration of vehicle licence plates based on features installed in cameras  

Intercoms 

• view image and optional two-way voice communication 
• information for operator that call button has been pressed 
• possibility to remotely open doors/barriers 

Access control 

• display of events related to access control 
• user identification on the basis of credentials assigned to them (PIN, card, biometrics) 
• preparation of working time reports  
• integration with external HR systems (import of user data and their roles, export of attendance 
lists) 

Fire prevention 

• receiving signals from fire alarm systems 
• identification of the location of alarms and their visualisation on the floorplan  
• retransmission of events to the appropriate emergency services 

Telemetrics (including environmental monitoring)  

• verification of analogue readings from sensors and notification of incorrect values 
• visualisation of current status through the use of several types of meters 
• display of historical values using graphs 
• option to automatically transpose analogue values from one format to another using mathematical 
formulas 
• counting impulses (electricity meters or vending machines) 

Building automation 



• control of devices according to defined scenarios 
• notification of incorrect status 
• registration of events and sharing them with end users 

GPS (persons and vehicles)  

• integration with devices installed in vehicles and with individual trackers 
• display of current and historical positions on maps 
• compatible with several map providers 
• monitoring of account presence in zones according to defined calendars 
• registering of analogue values such as speed, fuel consumption, engine speed in vehicles, and 
pulse for individual persons 

Telemedicine  

• receiving notifications from SOS buttons  
• reminders about taking medicine 
• registering vital signs measured by devices, as well as location 
• two-way voice communication 

Monitoring of guards and field personnel 

• monitoring presence at defined points according to defined schedules 
• receiving panic signals 
• position tracking and visualisation on map 
• two-way voice communication 
• compatible with specialist devices and smartphone applications 

Multisafes 

• remote multisafe programming 
• work monitoring and event registration 
• option to count units of saved values 
• remote blocking option  

II. Security management. 

Actions and procedures 

Simultaneous handling of events from many accounts requires a high degree of automation of 
processes so as not to excessively increase the amount of tasks that operators are required to 
perform. This functionality is provided by Kairos. Administrators can define a series of events that 
trigger an automated system response. This can be sending messages to a defined user, or 
controlling automated systems within buildings. There are several dozen possible reactions, and 
using them to automate processes reduces the alarm handling workload for operators. 

Wherever direct handling is required, the operator is assisted by the operating procedures related to 
a given type alarm. These direct the operator’s actions step by step. The procedures can branch off 
as they develop, and the suggested further actions are the result of the effects of earlier decisions. 
The steps can be based simply on confirmation of tasks completed, but can also require the operator 
to follow a certain path of action or to enter a description of the action taken. 



Access management 
The platform can reflect the organisational structure of a firm in the form of a tree diagram, with 
people assigned to specific buildings and zones on the basis of their roles. In this case, access rights 
depend on templates set by the administrator. Thanks to this approach, there is no need to manually 
assign a user to each zone. It is also possible to automatically import persons from external HR 
systems, where on the basis of their position and place in the organisation, a person receives the 
appropriate access rights.  
At any time, access rights can also be manually defined or exceptions can be entered. 

Document repository  
All documents related to the security of a given account can be shared with end users via the 
system. Documents are assigned to an account on the basis of TAGs (identifiers), allowing them to 
be quickly updated simply by modifying the list of identifiers. The programme accepts both 
documents prepared directly in the application, as well as external PDF files, websites or documents 
created in external word processors. 

Processes  
The built-in editor allows for the preparation of your own handling processes for any type of 
request. Users can submit requests previously defined by the administrator, and then monitor what 
stage they are at. To be processed, requests must be accepted and carried out by appropriate 
persons. Thanks to this highly flexible mechanism, it is possible to handle a wide range of processes, 
from reporting a lost access card, to granting temporary access rights to a given zone, or a supervisor 
giving permission for an employee to work after hours in a given zone. 

Passes  
The platform can also be used for issuing and accepting temporary, permanent, single entry and 
multiple entry passes. Passes can be issued to one person or to many. Such passes are later verified 
by reception and security personnel. Employees can also register guests, with a pass automatically 
issued once the registration has been confirmed by the person responsible for a given zone. 

Key management  
Issuing keys manually or via the depository provided by the Kairos platform guarantees control over 
the entire process. As the issue, return and loss of keys are registered, we have full control over the 
physical closing of a premises. 

Reception  
A special module prepared for reception staff registers staff entries and exits, as well as providing 
key management, reporting of incidents and important events, and verification of current account 
status. The module can also support the management of vehicle movement. 

There is also the option to enable an automated reception service, with people announced earlier by 
company employees using a QR code sent to their phone to report their arrival to the person 
responsible. This is all possible using a multimedia kiosk, with no reception staff required. 

Noticeboard  
Distributing information has never been so easy. Announcements prepared by administrators can be 
automatically displayed to individuals or groups of staff via a web-based service.  The system also 
registers when messages are read. 

WEB platform 
Users can use the WEB module to verify their data, change their PIN or submit requests to be used 



later in processes. Supervisors can also view selected data of their subordinates. This solution 
reduces the workload for the security department regarding personnel issues, allowing staff 
members to carry out selected tasks themselves. 

Access card creator  
The built-in graphics editor allows you to prepare printing for access cards for all persons imported 
from the HR system. 

Warehouse  
For monitored devices, data can be entered not only relating to communication and signals received, 
but also for a whole range of information regarding device inventory. We can define the device 
installation location, date of purchase, guarantee period and maintenance schedule. A variety of 
summaries can also be produced based on this data. 

Reports and summaries  
Comprehensive account security management requires the use of standardised reporting tools for 
all integrated systems. To meet this requirement, Kairos has dozens of built-in reports, as well as the 
tools for creating new ones. Information can be accessed on connected devices, the work of 
operators, and the status of the application itself. 
Some summaries and reports can be displayed both in the form of tables as well as graphs. 
Additionally, the software can automatically send selected summaries by email according to a 
defined schedule. 

Cooperation with subcontractors 
If the need arises to make use of security services provided by external firms, Kairos features a range 
of options for streamlining the process. It is possible to send events for handling to external 
software, exchange information on protected accounts with contractors, or share information with 
subcontractors via the network of Kairos system end devices. 

III. System administration and security. 

System management  
The system is equipped with standard administrator tools. These can be used to remotely monitor 
system status, define users and their roles, configure the system, and make data back-up copies. 

Efficiency and security 
The application has state-of-the-art multiple layer network architecture. The system core is written 
in an efficient programming language, and the independent modules communicate with one another 
using encrypted protocols. The system can be dispersed on many computers at once in order to 
protect against technical faults. The platform is installed as an independent system within the 
client’s infrastructure. These features guarantee system security. 

Additionally, the whole system is based on a central module responsible for controlling all the 
installation elements. This module informs the administrator of any irregularities, and can 
automatically launch back-up modules. It can also be equipped with its own back-up. 

Security is also increased with an built-in connection encryption mechanism, allowing the system to 
be used even in an open environment. 

 


